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Lesson Plan #1: Create & Improvise in a 2nd Grade Setting 
 

For this particular lesson plan, I will be teaching how to improvise and create basic 

rhythms in the music classroom. This lesson is intended for second graders so it will contain very 

elementary knowledge so they can form a basic understanding of what creating means. The 

materials needed for this lesson include non expensive tom drums, xylophones, and 

sticks/mallets. As far as technology is concerned, we will need speakers (audio) and a computer 

connected to a screen. For my instructional strategies I will utilize direct instruction, guided 

practice, collaboration, and modeling. For guided practice and concrete application, I will utilize 

large group activity, pairing/collaboration, hands-on, and imitation/repeat. In the words to follow 

I will describe this music classroom standard and discuss the procedural steps to achieve this 

standard’s objective and beyond.  

This 2nd grade music standard is; improvise rhythmic and melodic ideas and describe 

connection to specific purpose and context. Its objective is to allow students to create simple 

rhythms and melodies together with a partner and to be able to understand what improvisation is. 

The Bloom Taxonomy Cognitive Level for this lesson involves levels 3-Applying, and 

6-Creating. I will now describe each procedure intended for a 50 minute class period. During the 

set-up time, I will instruct students to find a partner. Once they have found a partner, I will give 

one of them a tom drum and one of them a xylophone so each pair has one of each instrument. 

This should take 3-5 minutes. Next, to engage the students in the lesson I will play an audio 

recording of tom drums & xylophones so they can get a sense of what they should sound like. I 

will also ask the students what they think it means to create and explain to them a basic 

definition of improvisation. This should take 5-7 minutes.  
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To explain the concepts I will explain how to hold the sticks/mallets to play the 

instruments, explain what three notes on xylophone we will be using today (A, B, C), model 

simple rhythms and melodies in which the students repeat, and model some simple ideas for 

them to use in their improvisation. This portion should take 15 minutes. For the exploration 

portion of the lesson, I will instruct each pair to create a musical phrase from the previously 

modeled material. During this time I will give the students freedom to form ideas with their 

partner which enforces the collaboration aspect of musical creation. Once they have developed a 

phrase they like I would walk around the classroom and listen to them. If they would like, the 

pair could play their creation for the classroom. This portion of the lesson should take around 20 

minutes.  For the review and wrap up I will relate improvisation to everyday life. I will explain 

that we improvise when forming relationships, solving problems, and having a conversation with 

others. Jazz improvisation is basically a musical conversation with musicians and their 

instruments. I will also use this time to allow students ask questions and give them knowledge on 

how to develop their creative skills.  

To adapt this lesson for a student with Autism Spectrum Disorder, I would do my best to 

avoid sensory overload and the entire process in cohesive steps. I would be predictable with my 

procedures and keep my instruction concrete and direct. I would also take into account how this 

student learns best and adapt the lesson in that specific way. The student with ASD may have 

musical gifts or interests so this lesson would benefit them in a creative way. 
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